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Civilization comes at a cost; there would need to be relevant powered access courses that would
equip the workers at all echelons in any industry for the desired productivity while enjoying safety
and health.

All jobs would have an element of risk and danger; hence, proper safety and health measures
should be undertaken to avoid any injury or mishap at the work place. This is where powered
access training courses can play an important role in the development of workers and task on hand.

Work at height courses

One powered access training course which many industry workers need to attend is the work at
height courses. Many countries have safety and health legislation that insists on work at height
employees be trained with the proper safety measures to handle their work safely and productively.
This could include operating a forklift or elevated platform; setting up, using or dismantling a scaffold
is another potentially dangerous work at height jobs. Even window cleaners should go through work
at height powered courses to be safe at their jobs.

There are many dedicated and professional training centers which can cater to the industrial needs
of training courses that would empower their workers with better work ethics, attitude and safety
measures besides being equipped with the necessary skills and techniques to get the job done right.

PASMA courses

PASMA is a renowned training leader that has developed many essential powered courses such as
Towers for users, Low level access and Advanced guardrail courses. These are short half day to
one day certificate courses which are delivered by approved and experienced staff in approved and
accredited training centers across the globe.

IPAF Courses

IPAF offers some power packed training courses that would allow one to advance in their career in
their chosen industry such as the Operator course, the Demonstrator certificate, Safety Harness
course, MEWPS for Manager and Instructor course.

IPAF powered courses can be short or long depending on the contents and objective of each
course. They are tailored to the industryâ€™s needs and requirements to equip the industry workers at
their workplace with a special safety emphasis.

CISRS Powered Courses

CISRS is a world renowned training leader with a variety of powered courses which are easily
accessible as these courses are industry approved and accredited by special standards agencies
such as ISO and Communication Skills.

The CISRS scaffolding courses can move one on to the highly esteemed Scaffold Inspection course
and SSPTS certification for those who would like to have more options to move up the corporate
ladder.
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We are UK leading Provider of a IPAF training courses. Astra Safety Training provide you with
accredited a powered access courses. Proficient trainers choose the best training for your current
requirements.
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